
General information

Company name / preliminary startup name* 

Website 

Location / City* 

Founding year / project start* 

Contact person* 

Phone number* 

E-Mail*

The Startup 

What problem do you want to solve (max. 3-5 sentences)?

What are the USPs for your customers? 

What is your initial situation in terms of collaborations and customers? 

How far are you with product development / prototype development?



What is your target group? 

B2B  B2C B2B2C  

Have you already acquired funding or support programs for your startup and what type of funding is 
planned for the next 12 months?  

The Team 

How many team members are you and what are the core competencies of the team?

What is the (planned) shareholder structure? 

How often and in what form would you like to be present at the Seedhouse with your team or individual 
team members? 
e.g. own office, remote, weekly, monthly, to workshops, every now and then co-working, etc.



Seedhouse 

What are your goals for the next six months? 

What kind of support are you hoping to get from the Seedhouse? 

Which workshops are particularly relevant to you? 

Pitch  Funding & Subsidies  Investment Market & customers 

Legal & Taxes 

Own suggestion

How did you hear about the Seedhouse? 

Privacy 

I have read and understood the privacy statement. I agree that my information and data will be 
collected and stored electronically to answer my request. Note: You can revoke your consent for the 
future at any time by sending an e-mail to hallo@seedhouse.de. All transmitted data will be treated 
confidentially. However, as part of the selection process, relevant data is passed on to members of the 
Seedhouse advisory board and Seedhouse associated company, which is secured under a confidentiality 
agreement. 

https://www.seedhouse.de/datenschutz.html
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